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mosomes, and codon useage in several organisms. 
The first two sections are introduced by very use- 
ful and enjoyable general reviews and are followed by 
a series of chapters which are specialized and deal in 
the main, with the author’s own work. There is con- 
siderable repetition particularly in the introductory 
parts of those chapters dealing with work on E. cob. 
However, since the work is described in considerable 
detail, the different approaches which have been used 
can be studied in depth and it is valuable to be able to 
compare side by side these results and see the general 
picture which is emerging. Besides work described on 
E. coli, the section on gene arrangement gives consid- 
erable emphasis to the localization of tRNA genes in 
D. melanogaster by the use of in situ hybridization. 
The section on suppression, regrettably, does not 
have a general introductory chapter. This seems a pity 
since such a review would be of particular benefit in 
helping the non-specialist to appreciate some of the 
interesting features of this specialized topic. 
such topics as the roles of tRNA in regulation, in 
amino acid transport, as aminoacyl donors, as primers 
for reverse transcription, and in selective binding to 
rRNAs. The final chapter is on tRNA-like structures 
in viral RNA genomes. Several of these latter chapters 
are more general in their approach than the chapters 
in the other sections. 
Although the chapters are based on lectures deliv- 
ered to the Cold Spring Harbor Meeting in 1978, they 
have been updated and include later work so that ref- 
erence is made to papers published in 1979 and, in a 
few instances, in 1980. 
The book is a specialized text and therefore will be 
of major interest to research workers in the field. This 
volume, however, along with volume 1 provides a 
comprehensive coverage of recent work in the transfer 
RNA field and should provide an insight into the 
problems and methods by which they are being tack- 
led to alI interested in the subject. 
The final section on other roles of tRNA covers D. S. Jones 
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This book is the first in a series containing reviews 
of topics using recombinant DNA techniques. It is 
intended for the student, the newcomer and the 
experimentalist. If the standard of the reviews in this 
volume is maintained throughout the series, the reader 
will be provided with an excellent summary of genetic 
engineering techniques and their contribution to our 
understanding of gene expression. 
The first chapter by Williams is an excellent review 
of cDNA cloning, ranging from what it is and why it 
is useful through the various methods of preparation 
and their relative merits to screening of the clone 
banks. He includes a consideration of the size and 
complexity of mRNA populations and therefore how 
many clones must be screened to obtain the desired 
sequence. The various methods and enzymological 
steps are covered in greater detail in Methods in 
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Enzymology (1979) volume 68, but this chapter pro- 
vides a concise comparative overview. 
The second chapter by Little deals with antenatal 
diagnosis of hemoglobinopathies and ranges from a 
description of the clinical problem through the prob- 
lems associated with detection in the foetus by pro- 
tein analysis to the advantages of detection by DNA 
analysis. The exact nature of the clinical consequences 
is sometimes left rather vague and the attractive fea- 
ture of heading sections with interesting questions is 
occasionally offset by the author’s failure to provide 
an answer. However, the review contains a wealth of 
data and the case for adoption by our hospitals of 
DNA analysis for antenatal diagnosis is convincingly 
argued and even costed. 
The third and last chapter by Wickens and Laskey 
reviews the expression of cloned genes in cell-free 
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systems and Xenopus oocytes. It probably is not too 
important that the actual cloning of the genes is left 
to a later volume in this series. The review is conve- 
niently subdivided according to the class of RNA 
polymerase responsible for the expression. Transcrip- 
tion and RNA processing is considered for all three 
classes. The relative merits of oocytes (I, II and III), 
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This book is a collection of papers presented at a 
recent symposium and includes contributions on 
neonatal screening for phenylketonuria, galactosemia, 
maple syrup urine disease and several disorders of 
amino acid metabolism. Amore accurate title for this 
volume might be ‘screening for congenital abnormal- 
ities’ since amongst the topics covered are prospects 
of screening for cystic fibrosis and muscular dystrophy 
and the possible detection of hyperlipidemia during 
early childhood. Other topics that are not usually clas- 
sified as ‘inborn errors of metabolism’, such as the 
haemoglobinopathies and hypothyroidism, are also 
dealt with. Perhaps too much space is devoted to the 
latter as nearly a quarter of the book deals largely with 
technical aspects of screening for hypothyroidism. 
Aside from this criticism, the book contains a wealth 
of information on the aims, technicalities, problems 
cell-free systems (II and III) and isolated nuclei (I and 
II) are thoroughly discussed. This chapter suffers more 
than the other two from the rapid progress being made 
in this field. However, this does not detract from the 
usefulness of an elegant review such as this. 
R. K. Patient 
and benefits of screening for metabolic diseases. Those 
contemplating the setting up of a screening procedure 
or introducing medical students to the potentialities 
of screening, should read this book. 
To the newcomer in this area, it might seem that 
‘any screening is better than no screening’ and indeed 
some of the contributors appear to countenance this 
view. The difficulties and hardships arising from the 
adoption of such an overly simplistic approach are 
put firmly in perspective in addenda contributed by 
the editors and others with extensive knowledge of 
this complex subject. These editorial comments are a 
particularly valuable feature of the present volume, as 
is the thought-provoking chapter on predictive medi- 
cine by Striver with which the book closes. 
N. Spencer 
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